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Abstract
The universality of Martinez’s conjecture, which states that quasilocal en-
ergy of a black hole at the outer horizon reduces to twice its irreducible mass, or
equivalently, to
√
A/4pi (A is the area of the black hole), is investigated by cal-
culating Brown-York quasilocal energies for stationary black holes in heterotic
string theory, such as for the stationary Kaluza-Klein black hole, the rotating
Cveticˇ-Youm black hole, the stationary axisymmetric EMDA black hole, and
the Kerr-Sen black hole. It is shown that the Martinez’s conjecture can be
extended from general relativity to heterotic string theory since the quasilocal
energies of these stationary black holes tend to their ADM masses at spatial
infinity, and reduce to
√
A/4pi at the event horizons.





The denition of energy continue to be one of the most active areas of research in gravita-
tional physics [1]- [10]. It is well known that spacetime metric in general relativity describes
both the background spacetime structure and the dynamical aspects of the gravitational eld,
but no natural way is known to decompose it into its \background" and \dynamical" compo-
nents. Thus, the notion of local energy could not be obtained without a corresponding decom-
position of the spacetime metric. Although denition of the energy cannot be found locally,
the appropriate quasilocal denition has been sought by many authors, where \quasilocal" is
introduced by Penrose [11], referring to a compact orientable spatial two-surface.
One popular denition for quasilocal energy (QLE) in gravitational physics was proposed
by Brown and York [12] in 1993. One of the appealing features of the denition is that the
QLE can be obtained from the gravitational action and Hamiltonian in a bounded region.
Consider a spacetime M foliated by a spacelike super surface t dened by constant t, as well
as a timelike boundary B, a two dimensional surface 2B is noted by the intersection of t with
B. When assuming that t is orthogonal to B one can then obtain a stress-energy-momentum
dened locally on the three-boundary B, with respect to the boundary metric. Proper energy
surface density is dened by the projection of the stress-tensor on a two-dimensional surface
2B and the total QLE is dened by the integration over the two-dimensional surface 2B.






σ(k − k0), (1.1)
where σ is the determinant of the metric σij on
2B, k is the trace of the extrinsic curvature of
2B as embedded in t and k0 is value of k in a flat spacetime, ε0 is a reference term proposed
in Ref. [13] for the normalization of the energy with respect to a reference spacetime. We
choose the reference spacetime to be flat one since all stationary spacetimes that we will study
in this paper are asymptotically flat. The units are chosen so that G = C = h = 1 and
κ = 8pi. This expression for the energy also appears in the study of self-gravitating systems
in thermal equilibrium, where it plays the role of the thermodynamical energy conjugate to
inverse temperature [14]- [26].
Martinez [27] made use of the denition (1.1) to calculate QLE for the stationary Kerr
spacetime. By taking the boundary surface for the Kerr slice as embedded in both the Kerr
slice and flat three-dimensional space, he found that QLE for the Kerr black hole possesses
the following special properties: the energy is a positive, monotonically decreasing function of
boundary surface radius and approaches the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass at spatial
innity and reduces to twice the irreducible mass (or
√
A/4pi, where A is its areas) at the
horizon. The last property is known as Martinez’s conjecture.
Recently, Bose and Naing [28] explored the (non-)universality of the Martinez’s conjecture
by studying the QLE of the Kerr-Newman black hole and the Kerr-Sen black hole. They showed
that Kerr-Newman black hole keeps up with Martinez’s conjecture, but Kerr-Sen black hole
does not [28]. This result seem to imply that the Martinez’s conjecture can not be used in
string theory since Kerr-Sen black hole is derived from string theory. Whether the implication
is true remains a question and should be studied carefully.
The main purpose of this paper is to see whether Martinez’s conjecture is applicable to
black holes in heterotic string theory by studying QLE for some well-known stationary black
holes in string theory.
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The paper is organized as follows: The QLE for the stationary Kaluza-Klein black hole,
the rotating Cvetic-Youm black hole, and the stationary axisymmetric EMDA black hole are
calculated by using Brown-York’s denition in Sec. II, III, and IV, respectively. The QLE for
Kerr-Sen black hole is given in Sec. IV as a special case of the EMDA black hole. The last
section devotes to discussions and conclusions. We follow the convention of Ref. [28].
II. QLE FOR THE STATIONARY KALUZA-KLEIN BLACK HOLE








R− 2(rφ)2 − e−2αφF 2
]
, (2.1)
where φ the dilaton scalar eld, Fab is the Maxwell eld, and α is a free parameter which governs
the strength of the coupling of the dilaton to the Maxwell eld. The stationary Kaluza-Klein
black hole is described by a solution of the motion equations obtained from Eq. (2.1) with
α =
p
3, which takes the form [15]
ds2 = −1− Z
B

























,  = r2 + a2 cos2 θ, 4r = r2 + a2 − 2mr, (2.3)
and a and v are the rotation parameter and the velocity of the boost. The dilaton scalar eld,


















The area of the event horizon, ADM mass, charge Q, and angular momentum J of the black














1− v2 , J =
map
1− v2 . (2.5)
A. Unreferenced QLE for the stationary Kaluza-Klein black hole
We now evaluate unreferenced QLE for the stationary Kaluza-Klein black hole within a
two-surface 2B with a radial coordinate, r = rb (rb  r+), embedded in a constant stationary-
time hypersurface t. In the slow rotation approximation, a  rb, the line-element of the









mv2 + (1− v2)rb







mv2 + (1− v2)rb
2mv2 + (1− v2)rba
2 +
(2− v2)m


























m2v2(4 + 5v2) + m(4− v2 − 3v4)rb + 2(1− v2)2r2b
]}
, (2.7)
where the terms of order O(a4/r4b ) and higher have been neglected.
B. Intrinsic metric and referenced term
In order to get the reference term in the QLE (1.1), we should nd a two-dimensional
surface isometric to the metric (2.6), which is embedded in a flat three-dimensional slice with
the line-element
ds2 = dR2 + R2d2 + R2 sin2 d2, (2.8)
where R,  and  are the spherical polar coordinates. Let the two-dimensional surface em-
bedded in the flat slice denoted by R = F (). Thus the line-element on 2B can be expressed
as [28]
ds2 = ( _R2 + R2 _2)dθ2 + R2 sin2 dφ2, (2.9)
where the overdot denotes derivative with respect to θ. The requirement of the above line-
element to be isometric to the metric (2.6) for slowly rotation case indicates that the following
equations should be satised
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Thus, in the slowing rotating approximation the intrinsic metric on the two-dimensional surface
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2 sin2 − (2− v
2)m







2 + sin2 d2). (2.12)






















where we neglected the terms of order O(a4/r4b ) and higher.
C. Referenced QLE for the Kaluza-Klein black hole
Substituting the unreferenced term (2.7) and referenced term (2.13) into expression of QLE

































m2v2(4 + 5v2) + m(4− v2 − 3v4)rb + 2(1− v2)2r2b
]}
. (2.14)
In the asymptotic limit rb !1, we have







which equals to the ADM mass given by Eq. (2.5). For all value of rb  r+, the QLE (2.14)
within a constant radius surface is positive, and is a monotonically decreasing function of






















where A is the area of the Kaluza-Klein black hole.
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III. QLE FOR ROTATING CVETICˇ-YOUM BLACK HOLE IN STRING THEORY































where g  det gµν ,Rg is the Ricci scalar of gµν , φ is the dilaton eld, F iµν = ∂µAiν−∂νAiµ are the
U(1)36−2D gauge eld strengths, Hµνρ = (∂µBνρ + 2AiµLijF jνρ) + cyclic permutations of µ, ν, ρ,
and M is O(10-D, 26-D) symmetric matrix and L is
L =





The metric of the non-extreme dyonic rotating black hole in terms of the four-dimensional




























  f(r) + (2a2r2 + Wa2)cos2θ,
W  2mq1r + 4m2q2 + a2cos2θ,










− 2sinh2δp1sinh2δp2sinh2δe1sinh2δe2 − sinh2δp2sinh2δe1sinh2δe2
− sinh2δp1sinh2δe1sinh2δe2 − sinh2δp1sinh2δp2sinh2δe2 − sinh2δp1sinh2δp2sinh2δe1),
B12 = −2macosθ(sinhδp1coshδp2coshδe1sinhδe2 − coshδp1sinhδp2sinhδe1coshδe2)












where δe1 , δe2, δp1, and δp2 are four boosts, a and m represent the rotational and mass param-
eter, respectively.




1 , and the angular momentum J of the solution































J = ma(coshδe1coshδe2coshδp1coshδp2 − sinhδe1sinhδe2sinhδp1sinhδp2). (3.5)
The black hole (3.3) has the inner r− and the outer r+ horizons at
r = m
p
m2 − a2, (3.6)
provided m  a. The area of the event horizon is given by
A = 4pi
[
(r+ + 2m sinh
2 δe1)(r+ + 2m sinh
2 δe2)(r+ + 2m sinh
2 δp1)(r+ + 2m sinh
2 δp2)






A. Unreferenced QLE for the Rotating Cveticˇ-Youm black hole
Using denition of the unreferenced QLE for the rotating Cvetic-Youm black hole within
































Obviously, the integral cannot be expressed in simple functions. But in the slowly rotating
approximation, i.e., a/rb  1, the above integral approximately becomes
ε = −
√
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22 sinh2 δp1 + 22 sinh
2 δp2 − 2q1
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− 2 sinh2 δp2q1 − 21q2
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− 21 sinh2 δp1q2





−4 sinh2 δp1 − 4 sinh2 δp2 + 12 sinh2 δp1 sinh2 δp2 + sinh2 δe2

(




−4 + 12 sinh2 δe2 + 12 sinh2 δp1
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+ 12 sinh2 δp2 − 9q1
)




−4 + sinh2 δe1
+ sinh2 δe2 + sinh
2 δp1 + sinh












which is the QLE without a reference term for the rotating Cvetic-Youm black hole.
B. Intrinsic metric and referenced term
To get reference term in QLE for the rotating Cvetic-Youm black hole, we should nd a
two-dimensional surface isometric to θ−ϕ surface of the metric (3.3), which is embedded in a
flat three-dimensional slice with the line- element (2.8). Discussing as we do in the preceding
section we know that the requirement of the line-element to be isometric to θ−ϕ surface of the
metric (3.3) for slowly rotation case indicates that the following equations should be satised
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]
. (3.10)
















where F () = R denotes the two-dimensional surface embedded in the flat slice. Then, in
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]
(d2 + sin2 d2). (3.12)
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C. Referenced QLE for Rotating Cveticˇ-Youm black hole
Substituting the unreferenced term (3.9) and referenced term (3.13) into the referenced
QLE
8
E = ε− ε0, (3.14)
and taking asymptotic limit rb !1, we have
E(rb !1) = 1
2
m(cosh2 δe1 + cosh
2 δe2 + cosh
2 δp1 + cosh
2 δp2)−m, (3.15)
which equals to the ADM mass given by Eq. (3.5). For all value of rb  r+, the QLE (3.14)
within a constant radius surface is positive, and is a monotonically decreasing function of rb.
At the event horizon rb = r+ of the Cvetic-Youm black hole, the QLE (3.14) becomes
E =
[(r+ + 2m sinh
2 δe1)(r+ + 2m sinh
2 δe2)(r+ + 2m sinh
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2
+)
(r+ + 2m sinh
2 δe1)(r+ + 2m sinh
2 δe2)(r+ + 2m sinh












where A represents the area of the Cvetic-Youm black hole, which is dene by (3.7).
IV. QLE FOR THE STATIONARY AXISYMMETRIC EMDA BLACK HOLE






p−g(R− 2gµν 5µ 5ν − 1
2
e4Φgµν 5µ Ka 5ν Ka
−e−2ΦgµλgνρFµνFλρ −KaFµν ~Fµν), (4.1)
with ~Fµν = −12
p−gεµναβF αβ, where  is the massless dilaton eld, Fµν is the electromagnetic
antisymmetric tensor eld, and Ka is the axion eld dual to the three-index antisymmetric
tensor eld H = − exp(4)  dKa/4.
The stationary axisymmetric EMDA black hole solution (we take the solution b = 0 in
Eq.(14) in Ref. [29]; the reason we use this solution is that the solution b 6= 0 cannot be
interpreted properly as a black hole) is given [29] by
ds2 = −− a
2 sin2 θ























(Qr − ga cos θ), Ar = Aθ = 0, Aφ = 1
a












The ADM mass M and area of the black hole are given by
M = m−D, A = 4pi(r2+ − 2Dr+ + a2), (4.4)
where the horizons r = (M − (Q2/2ωM))
√
(M − (Q2/2ωM))2 − a2.
A. Unreferenced QLE for stationary axisymmetric EMDA black hole
It is easily to know that the line-element on the two-surface 2B in the slow-rotation ap-























 sin2 θdφ2, (4.5)
where the terms of order O(a4/r4b ) and higher have been neglected.
By using the expression (1.1) we nd that the unreferenced term of QLE for the axisym-















































































where the terms of order O(a4/r4b ) and higher have been neglected.
B. Intrinsic metric and referenced term
To calculate the reference term of QLE for the stationary axisymmetric EMDA black
hole, we should nd a two-dimensional surface isometric to (4.5), which is embedded in a flat
three-dimensional slice with the line-element (2.8). The requirement of the line-element to be
isometric to (4.5) indicates that





























After some calculations we get













2 cos 2(m/rb − Drb )
r2b (1− 2Drb )3/2

 . (4.8)
The expression implies that the two-surface R = F () describes a distorted sphere. Thus, in
the slow-rotation approximation we get the intrinsic metric
ds2 ’ r2b
[





rb(1− 2D/rb) cos 2
)]
(d2 + sin2 d2). (4.9)
The extrinsic curvature k0 and its proper integral can be calculated out by the metric. Then



























where the terms of order O(a4/r4b ) and higher have been neglected.
C. Referenced QLE for the stationary axisymmetric EMDA black hole
Substituting (4.10) and (4.6) into (1.1), we get the reference QLE for stationary axisym-














































As rb !1, we have
E(rb !1) = m−D = M, (4.12)
which is the ADM mass (4.4) of stationary axisymmetric EMDA black hole. For all values of
rb > r+, the QLE (4.11) within the constant radius surface is positive, and can be expressed
in a monotonically decreasing function of rb. At the outer horizon rb = r+, the energy (4.11)
becomes

























where the area of the black hole, A, is given by Eq. (4.4).
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D. QLE for the Kerr-Sen black hole
By setting ω = 1 and D = −m sinh2(α/2), the metric (4.2) becomes Kerr-Sen black hole
[30] in the sting gravity. The ADM mass, angular momentum J , and electric charge Q of the
Kerr-Sen black hole are
2M = m(1 + cosh α), 2J = ma(1 + cosh α)p
2Q = m sinh α,
p
2µ = ma sinh α, (4.14)
see Eq.(16) and Eq.(17) of Ref. [30].






































where λ = 1 + 2m sinh2(α/2)/rb. We note that the expression diers from that of in Ref. [28].
However, putting rb = r+ into (4.15), we get














The expression (4.16) shows that Martinez’s conjecture is held for the Kerr-Sen black hole.
The conclusion diers from Bose-Naing’s [28].
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The quasilocal energies for stationary black holes in heterotic string theory, such as for
the stationary Kaluza-Klein black hole, the rotating Cvetic-Youm black hole, the stationary
axisymmetric EMDA black hole, and the Kerr-Sen black hole, are calculated by using Brown-
York approach within two-surfaces of constant radiuses embedded in the constant stationary-
time slices. Several universal properties of the quasilocal energies are in order: a) In the
asymptotic limit rb ! 1, the quasilocal energies of the stationary black holes tend to their
corresponding ADM masses (see Eqs. (2.15), (3.15), and (4.12)). b) For all value of rb  r+,
the quasilocal energies within a constant radius rb surface are positive, and are monotonically
decreasing functions of rb. c) At the event horizon rb = r+, the quasilocal energies reduce
to
√
A/4pi (see Eqs. (2.16), (3.16), (4.13), and (4.16)). The last property shows that the
Martinez’s conjecture, originally proposed for the Kerr black hole and held for black holes in
general relativity [27] [28], can be extended to the black holes in heterotic string theory. The
conclusion is dierent from Bose and Naing’s one [28] that Martinez’s conjecture dose not hold
for the Kerr-Sen black hole in string theory.
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